
LSPV Install Guide 
 

This mod is intended to restore the LSPV operation after installing a lift on your truck. LSPV basic 

operation. 

 The LSPV’s purpose is to adapt the braking force to the rear brakes in relation to how much weight is in 

the rear of the truck. As you add weight in the rear cargo space the springs compress and the LSPV sees 

this and increases the brake pressure being applied the rear to compensate for the additional weight. 

Adding a lift raises the truck’s ride height which is seen as less weight in the rear of the truck so the LSPV 

responds by lowering the braking pressure. 

Along with a lift it’s usual to also see larger tire and additional weight of accessories and armor. So the 

reality is that there is more weight in the rear while the brake force being applied is reduced as if there 

is less weight.  

This mod is intended to relocate the LSPV and get it back into operational sync post lift. 

 

The first step is to determine the ride height of the truck to plan out the install. The best way is to 

measure the distance from the center of the front hub to the underside of the fender and subtract 

20.5”.  

An example might be a measurement of 23.0”.  Subtracting 20.5” would yield a ride height of 2.5” 

With a height greater than 2” the first step is to drop the LSPV on the frame. This requires the removal 

of 4 bolts, 2 bolts are horizontal and found on the front side of the frame behind the gas tank and the 

other two are vertical and bolt to the underside of the frame. The only holes reused are the ones for the 

vertical bolts. If cutting the heads off the horizontal bolts to remove the LSPV bracket is the only option, 

do your best not to damage the bracket as that area will bolt to the drop block to add rigidity to the 

bracket when re-installed. 

Note: If the LSPV has been moved or looks to have been moved on the bracket position it in the middle 

of it’s range so adjustments later on can be made.  

Once the drop block is in place it’s time to deal with the remainder of the lift. Most lifts provide a rear 

high stance and for this I prefer to go 1 step higher than the calculation we made for ride height. 

 

The rear axle bracket has a series of bolts holes roughly 1” apart which allows us to raise the rear of the 

sensing rod in 1” increments. In our example we still need to compensate for another .5” so we will raise 

the rear bracket by 1”. If the ride height was a whole number and has larger tires and some weight, I’d 

raise it 1 hole more than the whole number. So if you have a ride height of 4”, the bracket would 

compensate for 2” and then I’d raise the rear by 3 holes giving you basically 5” of compensation. 

 



Another aspect of the LSPV system is that under heavy braking the LSPV spring will deflect and lower the 

brake pressure in the rear and give a soft pedal feel as it does this. 

The kit includes two tubes of heat shrink that can be applied to the sensing spring to stiffen it to combat 

this situation and take advantage of the extra traction that larger tires offer. 

 

To add this you need to remove the spring and fully clean and possible prep with some fresh paint 

before putting the shrink tubing on.  

 

The shrink tubing as an adhesive and will glue itself in place. The below picture illustrates the position of 

the shrink tubing prior to applying heat. An easy was is to use an oven set at 250*. Place the rod with 

tubing in and once shrunk remove and let cool before applying the second tube if you choose to.  

 

 

 

  



 

It’s a good idea to test drive the truck before adding the heat shrink and have someone press hard on 

the brake pedal while the engine is running and watch for any deflection in the rod. The heat shrink is 

intended to reduce the deflection which will firm up the pedal and provide more braking pressure to the 

rear.  


